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EBLA Elevator Coaching
Lift your professional English in 5 simple steps and boost your 
performance at work

Is your English good enough, but now you need to lift your game?

Do you want to communicate clearly and confidently with clients and colleagues?

I can help you get your message across smoothly in English.

Hi, I’m Christina
Enabling professionals to master English communication skills has been my bliss for 
over 20 years.  

I’ve coached, trained and taught in companies and language schools in Europe 
and New Zealand plus online – helping people in education, engineering, finance, 
healthcare and IT from all around the world: 

Argentina, Brazil, China, Denmark, Egypt, France, Germany, India, Japan, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Poland, Spain, Sudan, Ukraine, Vietnam and Zimbabwe.

Find out more about me here.

How we work together to lift your English skills
My 5-step course encourages, equips and enables you to perform to your potential in 
professional English.

1. We set a clear path to success by assessing your speaking and writing: we 
pinpoint problems, identify priorities and design an action plan.

2. We start a snowball when you establish the habit of short but regular spurts of 
English training to improve speaking and writing. 

3. We steal from excellent models rather than doing boring, generic grammar. 
Explanations, examples and exercises are tailored to your situation..

4. We strengthen your writing and speaking skills by preparing, rehearsing 
and revising your conversations, talks, emails and reports to help you do your 
best work. 

5. You slip into relaxation mode via reading, listening and viewing to boost 
subconscious learning.

And at all stages, I give you focused feedback with corrections, explanations, 
suggestions and advice.

When you do the recommended tasks, your professional English will become more 
competent, comfortable and confident.

Your investment in 12 weeks of personalised coaching is NZ$1,497 (plus GST for 
NZ residents).
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Can’t fit more into your tight schedule?
Don’t worry. The coaching programme is flexible.

We work around your schedule to set the times for our 12 online sessions of 
60 minutes or we can meet face-to-face in the Wellington CBD.

I also send you brief emails with short tasks that you can do in 20 minutes via email or 
audio message.

And I check in with you regularly to maintain motivation and hold you accountable.

EBLA Elevator Coaching is tailored to your needs, so you won’t waste time.

Want to perform confidently in English at work?
Let’s talk about how we can collaborate. A first call is free, with no obligation.

Schedule my free discovery call or email any questions.

 This is what my clients say 

I could explain to foreign patients how 
the appointment system works.

Encouraging

Supportive
Very helpful feedback

Now I understand!

I feel much more confi dent 
using English.

You are the best teacher I have ever had.

Colleagues says it’s easier 
to understand me now.

I guarantee she is the best teacher 
and a very well trained teacher.

I got the promotion and I couldn’t 
have done it without your help.
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